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Abstract

In this study we address the question of the origin of non-Gaussian, fat-
tailed growth-rate distributions in organizational growth processes.

In particular, the remarkable feature that the probability distribution for
the growth rate –i.e. how quickly the size changes –follows a non-Gaussian pat-
tern, something unexpected in traditional approaches. In practice, this means
that organizational size changes very little most of the time, but dramatically
every once in a while.

This pattern shows up in growth processes of various unrelated systems,
from bird migration dynamics to investments in mutual funds.

We verify the emergence of this pattern on real data from voluntary orga-
nizations in Sweden.

In order to replicate the observed behaviour, we implement a stochastic
model on a contact network with influence-based time evolution.

We simulate the model for different network configurations. We are able
to reproduce the key features with this model.

We then construct a physical analogy to the model, motivated by the soci-
ological concept of preference falsification. This us to study some elementary
thermodynamic-like properties, and find nontrivial phases emerging in extreme
cases of the control parameter.

Keywords: Sociophysics, organizational growth process, growth rate, tent-
shaped distribution, complex systems, networks, stochastic models, preference
falsification, q-state Potts model.
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Chapter 1

Preliminary Information

1.1 Comment on methodology

Let us say a few words about general criteria applied during the project.
This project studies statistical properties of organizational growth processes.

The observations are thus described naturally within a statistical framework.
As a consequence, the modeling approach that appears suitable is stochastic

modelling. Here we distinguish between two classes: i) models that are formulated
and solved stochastically, and ii) models that are formulated deterministically and
solved stochastically.

We shall use one model of each class. The stochastic model described in Ch.5
belongs to class (i), while the statistical-physical model in Ch.6 belongs to class (ii).
The solution approach is Monte Carlo simulation, in both cases.

As to the type of software used, we implement the models with C software, and
analyze the data with Matlab scripts. Plotting is also done with Matlab.

Finally, we define the complexity level as one way to distinguish between different
complexity dimensions characterizing the problem (see Ch.3). This distinction will
prove useful, because it provides an underlying perspective that binds together
problem, models and conclusions.

1.2 Subjects involved

The main stream of the research is statistical physics, essentially with concepts
from equilibrium statistical physics. The key concepts here are related to the
study of critical phenomena, scale invariance, critical exponents and scaling laws.

Computational physics provides the means to implement the Monte Carlo
simulations by developing software for obtaining, analyzing and plotting simulated
data. This is central in the simulation chapters.

We use classical statistics for parameter estimation and goodness of fit.
Concepts from sociology help to motivate the incorporation of parameters that

connect models from different disciplines.
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CHAPTER 1. PRELIMINARY INFORMATION

1.3 Organization of this report
The rest of this report is organized as follows.
The introduction to the topic is given in Chapter 2. It consists of the motivation

for this project, and the research goals we set for it.
Part I describes the problem. In Chapter 3, we provide a description of the real

system, followed by an account of the dataset we used, and the statistical properties
emerging from it. An overview of possible modelling strategies, classified by research
field, comes in Chapter 4.

Part II describes the models we used and the results we obtained. We discuss the
stochastic modelling approach in Chapter 5, while the statistical-physical approach
comes in Chapter 6.

Part III accounts for the discussion of topics raised by the project. We list the
conclusions in Chapter 7. Chapter 8 contains the possible applications of the results
and interesting opportunities for further research. Finally, Chapter 9 presents a
brief discussion of typical debate issues associated with the application of physics
to social sciences.

Appendix A lists the software used and developed for the project.

1.4 Acknowledgements
Firstly, let my most sincere and profound gratitude go to Prof. Fredrik Liljeros

(Department of Sociology, SU), Supervisor for this project. This is, first of all, for
providing an interesting interdisciplinary project, working with which I have always
felt comfortable, and a very good professional environment where to discuss ideas.
Also for letting me participate in the Department’s daily activities and in every
single event that took place in it, for the duration of the project.

Secondly, let me thank Prof. Patrik Henelius (Department of Theoretical
Physics, KTH), Examiner for this project, for very useful discussions on methodol-
ogy, the physical part of the project, and general counseling.

Thirdly, thanks to Prof. Petter Holme (Department of Physics, Umeå Uni-
versity), for discussions on physics and network theory applied to social systems.

Lastly, thanks also to Prof. Kjell Carlsson (Department of Applied Physics,
KTH), Prof. Ole Edholm and Lic. Andreas Andersson (Department of Theo-
retical Physics, KTH) for kindly helping with administrative questions.

The few I have named deserve recognition. For they live as humans seldom dare,
The fewer I choose not to name day by day, in conscious effort cruelly sublime.
shall remain in the usual, anonymous condition. Among mankind’s painful, endless despair.
For their role in this story is not the same. Across the swirling currents of time.
For they do not look with the eyes of man, So to speak to them one should understand
their disregard for material gain always clear. how much between the lines normally lies.
Transmute shadows into light they can, The language of faithful silence they command,
their everlasting teachings whispering near. not meant for man, but for the highest skies.

H . M .
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Chapter 2

Introduction

2.1 Motivation for this project

In this study we address the question of the origin of non-Gaussian, fat-tailed
growth-rate distributions in organizational growth processes.

As an introductory step to the project and this report, let us motivate briefly
why we consider this problem and solution approach interesting.

Talking in very general terms, the problem we are concerned with is the study of
the statistics arising from growth processes. One can observe the size of a system at
regular time intervals. The time series of system size characterizes a growth process.
There are different ways to define the system size and to compute the growth rates,
as we will see. Regardless of the various definitions, the concept of growth process
can be related to a wide variety of natural and artificial systems.

In particular, we focus on organizational growth processes. The size of an organi-
zation (measured, e.g., by its number of employees) evolves over time, as a result of
competition, internal restructuring, etc. This dynamics is often called organization
life cycle [30, p.284].

This is a very complex problem, where potentially several thousands of agents
interact following different motivations, both individual and collective. Despite its
complexity, it exhibits global regularities.

Perhaps the most relevant is that the probability distribution for the growth rate
follows a non-Gaussian pattern, something unexpected in traditional approaches. In
practice, this means that organizational size changes very little most of the time,
but dramatically every once in a while. Interestingly, this pattern appears to be
an internal property generated by organizations, even in the presence of additional
external influence. It has been proposed that the feature is the result of the complex
interaction between subunits in organizations [7]. However, there is not a general
agreement that this is the case, so there is a need to better understand the underlying
mechanisms.

Moreover, it appears that there are behaviours common to growth processes
taking place in completely unrelated systems, from bird migration dynamics [74]

3



CHAPTER 2. INTRODUCTION

to investments in mutual funds [104] and stock price fluctuations [96], among oth-
ers (see Sec.8.1). This evidence suggests the possibility of universality behind the
different particular phenomena [109]. The problem’s fundamental nature and ap-
plicability is a first motivation for this project.

Let us now say a few words about the solution approach.
During the past years, there has been a trend towards the application of statis-

tical physics to social phenomena. To tackle problems arising from human behavior
with physical tools is, at first sight, a hopeless endeavor to attempt. However, re-
searchers have observed interesting regularities in certain social phenomena, where
global ordered behaviour arises from microscopic interactions. In this sense, sta-
tistical physics can provide an useful approach [26, Sec.I], because it is concerned
precisely with the study of how macroscopic properties arise from microscopic in-
teractions.

The application of statistical physics to social dynamics constitutes today a dis-
cipline of its own: sociophysics. The Cornell University Library e-archive arXiv.org
classifies it as “physics and society”.

Using physical tools provides new insights. From a quantitative point of view,
by providing new mathematical descriptions and methods to quantify key variables.
From a qualitative point of view, by giving new ways to characterize social data,
and also by helping to discover new features.

Models have been proposed covering a wide range of phenomena [26]. Some ex-
amples and typical references are: language dynamics [26, Sec.V], cultural dynamics
[9], crowd dynamics [44], human mobility (i.e. flock dynamics [119]), opinion dynam-
ics [61], human communication dynamics [102], and hierarchy formation [16, 118].
Our problem falls within the last two research areas, namely, human communication
and hierarchy formation, since it is a phenomenon where subunits interact in a hier-
archy, and then the organization as a whole participates in a network of interacting
organizations.

In our problem, there are currently several proposed models to describe the
above-mentioned features. We will comment on them in Ch.4. For the most part of
the recent literature, the approach is stochastic, with reference to physical critical
phenomena. But there are still key physical concepts not fully applied to this prob-
lem. Typically, concepts from thermodynamics, such as temperature and energy. It
is certainly interesting to explore the consequences of a thermodynamical point of
view. For example, the idea of processes being driven by local energy differences.
This is a second motivation for this project.

Additionally, the Supervisor has been working with real data from voluntary
organizations in Sweden, so we have the chance to: i) test ourselves the validity of
the regularities reported in the literature, and ii) compare theoretical results and
simulations against real data. This is a third motivation for this project.

To sum up, it is because of the background and the reasons commented above
that we think it is feasible and interesting to study organizational-growth dynamics
using statistical physics.

4



2.2. RESEARCH GOALS

2.2 Research goals
We set the following goals for this project:

RG1 To identify a mechanism capable of replicating selected features from real
data, based on an existing model,

RG2 To look at the problem from a physical perspective, studying the proper way
to translate the key features into a physical framework,

RG3 To propose alternative models based on the understanding of both the tradi-
tional view and the suitable tools from the physical framework,

RG4 To address the validity of a sociophysical solution approach.

5





Part I

Problem Outline
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Chapter 3

Problem Characterization

3.1 The real system

3.1.1 Qualitative description
Let us describe the characteristics of the real system. A schematic representation

is given in Fig.3.1.
We can identify several interesting features:

• organization: there are different definitions of organization. Following [30,
p.12], we state that organizations are “social entities that are goal directed,
are designed as deliberately structured and coordinated activity systems, and
are linked to the external environment”.
Here, organizations are the basic units of analysis. This is in part driven by
the real data we have available, which comes up to that level of aggregation.
The representation in Fig.3.1 portraits the organizations as disjoint sets, al-
though we are aware that in a real economy an individual typically belongs to
several organizations. Organizations themselves merge and overlap, and often
the fact that a person belongs to one organization is only meaningful from a
legal perspective. In practice, the executed tasks and the relationships that
arise from them can span several legal entities and geographical settings.
From the point of view of the data, and in anticipation of the simplifications
coming in Subsec.3.1.2, let us add that we will take the legal perspective, and
analyze people according to the group they are registered to in the database.
From here on, we will use the term group as a synonym for organization.

• subunit: they are units inside an organization. Subunits arise through a pro-
cess of differentiation, in order to better allocate resources and people to spe-
cific tasks [70, p.88]. They are of two types: functions (sharing similar skills
and techniques) and divisions (sharing a common responsibility to produce a
product or service) [70, p.92].
The previous comment is still valid here, since often the organizational struc-
tures are matrix-like, with “vertical” departmentalization by product / geo-

9



CHAPTER 3. PROBLEM CHARACTERIZATION

Figure 3.1: Representation of the real system. Organizations consist of internal subunits
arranged in a particular hierarchical structure. There are interactions constituting relations
inside the organization, between them, and with the environment.

graphical area and simultaneously “horizontal” departmentalization by func-
tion [30, pp.102-105]. Some existing models build on the idea that changes in
an organization’s size are a result of the aggregation of changes in the size of
the subunits [7, 125]. We will not adopt this point of view here, and therefore
the internal departmentalization of the organization plays only an indirect
role.

• hierarchical structure: it is a representation of the formal chain of command
and responsibility inside an organization. Researchers argue that hierarchies
emerge as means to deal with the complexity of producing a certain output,
while keeping control at the same time [29, p.30].
It is important to mention that the formal structure in the organizational chart
may not coincide with the actual distribution of influence and decision power
in the organization. Nevertheless, the presence of hierarchies that condition
the system’s evolution is a feature of this system and many others.

• interactions: we do not think it is an easy task to define what an interaction
is, much less to classify and characterize them. As an informal definition,
we say that an interaction could be seen as the perceived effective exchange
between two systems, resulting from an unbalance in a certain quantity (e.g.,
heat exchange due to a nonzero temperature difference between two bodies).
In the context of our representation, one possible classification is the following:

10



3.1. THE REAL SYSTEM

� internal interactions: all interactions inside the organization, namely, between
subunits, inside subunits, etc. The construction and influence of power struc-
tures inside the organization are one relevant example of internal interactions
[30, Ch.12]. These interactions will play no direct role in our analyses, despite
being there indirectly,

� interactions between organizations: different types of exchanges between com-
peting or allied groups. It can be called inter-organizational network [60, pp.66-
68]. It is also possible to establish an analogy with ecology, and talk about the
organization interacting in an organizational ecosystem with the other groups
[30, pp.166-168]. The resulting dynamical process is called co-evolution in this
context [88, pp.28-31],

� environmental interactions: all exchanges between the system and the rest of
the universe. From the point of view of a single organization, the concept of
outside stakeholder is often used to characterize the interactions with customers
and suppliers, the government, trade unions, the community and the general
public [70, pp.28-32][60, p.66].

• system: it is the union of all the elements depicted above. From an economic
point of view, it could describe a market, i.e., the arena in which organizations
compete to maximize individual and collective goals. By virtue of the same
argument used before, we observe that system boundaries are becoming more
and more diffuse, with organizations competing simultaneously in different
markets.

• environment: as usual, it constitutes the complement of the system, and its
presence represents the influence of factors outside the control or understand-
ing of the individuals inside the system. From the point of view of general
systems theory, the environment is a higher-order system containing the sys-
tem of organizations [60, p.65]. The environment can be crucial in influencing
the structure of an organization.

These features give rise to different complexity levels. Complexity arises from
the interconnectivity of elements within the system, and between them and the
environment [88, p.26].

It might be useful to attempt a listing –certainly subjective –of those levels, for
two reasons: i) it can help in the characterization we build here, and ii) it is a good
point of view from which to see and motivate the models that will come in Part II.

We define the following levels:

• structural complexity: one aspect that makes this problem difficult to tackle is
the identification and modelling of the structures involved. We can subdivide
this level into the following items:

� hierarchies: it is not something trivial to determine which hierarchical structures
contribute essentially to the mechanisms governing the dynamics of organiza-
tions in a market. Even in the extremely unrealistic case that the hierarchy
distribution across certain organizations were known, a relation between this
and the growth process is not direct. Furthermore, there is also the complexity

11



CHAPTER 3. PROBLEM CHARACTERIZATION

arising from the change in time of company structures, as mentioned before,
due to merging, alliances and other restructuring processes. We will comment
on a model that takes into account the internal hierarchical structure in Sec.4.2,

� networks: we raise this point because it will come in handy in the modelling part.
We have said before that the formal structure of the system does not necessarily
reflect where the real power or influence lies. As a result, the knowledge of the
organizational structure could prove insufficient to describe the mechanisms
we look for. A network perspective puts the emphasis on the links between
individuals, as well as on the implications of the topology of these links. New
dimensions of structural complexity arise here, because of the superposition of
different networks, and the temporal variations of the links,

� market: it arises from the previously discussed difficulty to delimit a particular
market.

• agent complexity: by agent we understand an entity that takes information
from the environment to make decisions, the latter affecting the environment
in return. Here the difficulty comes from various places. One of them is the
interplay between agents and structural properties of the system. Another one
is the level of aggregation at which an agent-based model is designed, since
decisions can be made at the level of the individual but also at the level of
systems of higher order.

• interaction complexity: this is, perhaps, a level of complexity common to any
many-body natural system or many-agent biological / artificial system. We
have already sketched some interaction types.

3.1.2 Scope and some definitions
In the first place, let us list the simplifications we will make when approaching

the problem. They are common to all models developed for this project, and to some
of the models commented in Ch.4. In line with the complexities we have mentioned:

• Structural:

� the organization is the smallest unit of analysis. This implies that the hierar-
chical structure inside the organization is not taken into account explicitly,

� we do not model the multi-level hierarchical structure of the economy. This
simplification is common to make in these models, even if not stated explic-
itly. We rather assume the network formed by personal contacts is the relevant
structural framework,

� the network is static in the time span of the problem. This may be a very
restrictive simplification, considering that the time scale of an individual is at
least one order of magnitude smaller that the time scale of many organizations.
However, we assume that the network topology and the decisions influenced by
it are more relevant,

� all definitions of size generate the same statistical patterns. There are different
ways to compute the size of an organization (see definitions below). Here we

12



3.1. THE REAL SYSTEM

assume they are all equivalent, in the sense that they produce similar statistical
features (e.g. similar probability density functions). This assumption is based
on research results, e.g. [6],

� we do not incorporate any market considerations in the models. This is equiv-
alent to assuming that all organizations compete on a single market. In this
context, profit and non-profit organizations are indistinguishable, which will
allow us to use the database at our disposal (see Subsec.3.2.1).

• Agent:

� the growth process can be adequately modeled with agents at the level of the in-
dividual. Thus, we assume that the decision-making process behind the growth
statistics is governed essentially by the aggregation of individual decisions,

� individuals belong to one and only one organization. This is indeed restrictive,
if taken literally.
To make the restriction less severe, one can think that, out of all the groups the
real individual belongs to, those who are essentially different in nature from the
others belong to markets isolated from one another, constituting different prob-
lem settings. Meanwhile, those groups bearing certain similarity are divided
into two categories: i) those strongly similar are simplified as a single organi-
zation, motivated by the fact that joining or quiting one almost surely implies
doing the same in the others; and ii) those less similar are left as separate or-
ganizations. This scheme is still restrictive, and the categorization subjective,
but nevertheless better than the pure simplification.
Also, let us notice that not belonging to an organization in this particular
market, should be translated here as belonging to the “no-group” organization,
which interacts following the same rules as the others, and generates presumably
the same statistics.

• Interaction:

� the relevant interactions are among individuals, through links in their contact
network. This simplification leaves out interactions coming from the command
structure of the organization. We leave them out to be in line with our structural
simplification of not considering hierarchical properties inside the organization,

� in line with the network being static, we assume the links are static as well. This
is even more restrictive than considering the whole network static, because the
time span of relationships between people is smaller than that of people’s lives.
However, our focus in the models will be to generate growth process features
(see modelling goals below). There, the relevant property of the individual is the
membership to a certain group, and relationships are only a mean to check that
property among neighbours. Consequently, the relationship time span becomes
less severe a restriction,

� for each individual, the decision of switching group or staying is essentially
determined by some function of the groups her contacts belong to. Many models
focus on some random evolution of the size (see Gibrat and subunit models in
Sec.4.2). We choose to work within a network framework, and here it becomes
more natural to have a time evolution related to properties of the individual in
the network. It also makes more sense from a sociological point of view, at least
compared to a random change in size as we said.

13



CHAPTER 3. PROBLEM CHARACTERIZATION

In the second place, let us introduce some useful definitions.
As mentioned some lines above, there are different ways to define the size S(t)

of an organization at time t. The size can be the number of employees at time t,
the sales during a period ∆t finishing at time t, the valuation of an organization’s
assets at time t. It is reported that all measures produce similar statistical properties
(see, for instance, [4]). Therefore, one should use the definition that best suits the
available data, in our case, given by the number of members registered in a voluntary
organization.

Consequently, our models will take S(t) as the number of individuals belonging
to an organization at time t. The available models, for the most of it, use either
this definition, or the sales accumulated in a period.

In order to measure growth, the central variable we will be looking at is the
growth rate, defined as

r(t,∆t) ≡ log10
St

St−∆t
. (3.1)

A few comments are in order here. Firstly, the period ∆t is typically taken as
1 year, again, given by the format of the analyzed data. For sales data, quarterly
figures might be available, resulting in a 3-month period. We use here ∆t := 1 year.
Naming S(ti) ≡ Si, we write a general rate

r1 ≡ log10
S1
S0
, (3.2)

and call S0 initial size. Let us notice that, to be able to use Eq.(3.2), both sizes
should be nonzero. We add the rule to process null values: (S0 = 0 OR S1 = 0)⇒
r1 = 0.

We should also note that the statistical distributions depend on ∆t [6].
Secondly, one can compute the sizes rate as shown in Eq.(3.1) (namely, “back-

wards”), or as St+∆t/St (“forward”). The simulation results should be equivalent.
However, we think is better to take the backwards definition, because in practice
one can only have information about the present period and the last one; the next
period is just subject to estimation. Researchers doing models for this problem use
both definitions.

Thirdly, some authors define the rate with the natural logarithm. Since the
relation loga(x) = logb(x)/ logb(a) holds, the difference between definitions is just
a constant scale change. We choose log10 for our definition, to be in line with a
previous analysis of this dataset [82], and also because it gives an interpretation
to the numerical values in terms of powers of 10, which is a little more natural to
measure sizes than powers of e. Again, researchers use both log10 and ln in their
studies.
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Area # Organization Village Org. # Org. type 1880 1881 · · · 1939
204060 “BAPTISTERNA” “HAGA” 3096 CHURCH 0 73 · · · 12
205070 “BLABANDET” “FRÖSUNDA” 5060 TEMPER 0 53 · · · 44

Table 3.1: Example of two registers in the database.

3.2 Problem definition

3.2.1 Real data characterization

We use data from real voluntary organizations in Sweden [82]. The data set
contains information on yearly membership for four different types of voluntary
organizations: Temperance Movements (TM), Free Churches (FC), Trade Unions
(TU), and Local Social Democratic Organizations (LSDO). It contains annual in-
formation for the period 1880-1939 for about 40 000 local organizations.

In Table 3.1, we provide two examples to illustrate how the real database looks
like. The sizes in terms of members are reported for each year in the period 1880-
1939.

For the purpose of data analysis, we define an organization as a pair “Organization”-
“Village” of the fields in the dataset (i.e. a local organization).

Before analyzing the data, we eliminate a few values. We set the first-year values
to 0, because they do not contain sizes, but rather a flag indicating the year of the
last nonzero year in the register. Missing values indicated by “9000”, “9999” and
“99999” are removed as well.

3.2.2 Statistical description

If we look at the system within the scope defined previously, we can find the
following statistical properties. They are global observables, because they char-
acterize the whole system of organizations.

Size distribution

The first observable is the probability density function (PDF) of organizational
sizes.

We will exclude two value ranges from the dataset. First, values S ≤ a0 := 5.
This limit is set because such small organizations are very difficult to trace in real
systems. A church may keep a register of all its members within a community, re-
gardless of how small the congregation is, but this is not the case with organizations
in general. Second, we exclude also some extremely large values in the dataset, that
are punctual and outside the typical size ranges. The latter exclusion amounts only
to a couple of registers per organization type, and is done to avoid introducing dis-
tortions in the upper limit of the distribution. We state the limiting upper values
in Table 3.2. The exclusion of S ≤ a0 will be kept for all analyses here on, both for
real and simulation data. The upper-limit exclusion is just for real data.
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TM FC TU LSDO
1 000 1 300 1 000 1 000

Table 3.2: Upper exclusion limits for real data.

(a) Temperance Movements. (b) Free Churches.

(c) Trade Unions. (d) Local Social Democratic organizations.

Figure 3.2: Size distribution for real data. We study data from for types of voluntary
organizations in Sweden, during the period 1880-1939. The unit of analysis is the pair
organization-village (local organization), and the size S is the number of members that the
unit has at the end of one year. The plots show the PDF of the average size over the period,
in log-scale. A normal fit by MLE is also shown. Since the logarithm log10 S is normally
distributed, S is log-normally distributed.

In Fig.3.2 we show the distributions for the four types of voluntary organizations
in the dataset.

The plots depict the PDF of log10 S, in log-scale. The average over the whole
time period is taken for each organization, and that is the histogram plotted in red
triangles.

The variable S is expected to have a log-normal distribution (see Subsec.4.2.1
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TM FC TU LSDO
0.01 0.04 0.07 0.34

Upper limit value (α = 0.05, ν = 12) = 21.03.∗
∗α: significance level of test, ν: deg. of freedom for χ2 PDF.

Table 3.3: Pearson’s χ2 indicator for size distribution of real data.

for more details), meaning that log10 S is to be normally distributed. Therefore, we
apply a normal fit to the data, and the resulting curve is the solid black one in the
plots.

The fitting technique used here is Maximum Likelihood Estimation (MLE). Let
a PDF f(x,q), x being the vector of empirical observations, have m parameters
q = {q1, q2 · · · , qm}. In MLE, the parameters are the optimization variables, and
the objective function to maximize is the log-likelihood L(q|x) ≡

∑
i ln f(xi|q). In

this particular case, the parameters are the mean and standard deviation of the
normal distribution. We implement MLE through the available Matlab solver.

Additionally, Table 3.3 shows the χ2 indicators from a Pearson goodness-of-fit
test comparing the data to the normal fit by MLE. As we can see, all four cases fit
very well a normal distribution. This means the size is log-normally distributed.

It has been observed that the PDF for organizational size is stable over decades
of economic activity, in different economies [6, 17, 20].

Growth-rate distribution

The second global observable is the conditional PDF of growth rates. An exam-
ple of real data visualized in two plot scales is shown in Fig.3.3.

In Fig.3.4 we see the real distributions for the four types of voluntary organiza-
tions, with the growth rates binned by initial size. The construction of these plots
deserves special attention.

Given the size distribution, one excludes the tails consisting of 5% cumulated
probability each. We perform this exclusion to eliminate distortions in the tails of
the growth-rate PDF. This is in line with the literature, e.g. [6, 80, 82], although
the percentage is chosen by us.

The process leaves 90% of the data points to work with. We then take the
remaining size histogram and divide it into initial-size ranges Ri (typically three).
The ranges have approximately equal probability, in order to ensure that every
growth-rate histogram has the same amount of information.

Let the time evolution of an organization’s sizes belonging to the remaining
size histogram, be expressed as a series {Sini, S1, · · · , ST }. Then Eq.(3.2) allows
to compute a growth-rate series {r1, r2, · · · , rT }. We put each growth rate in the
initial-size bin Di defined by the ranges Ri, according to the initial size used in the
rate’s computation. Mathematically: rt ∈ Di ⇔ St−1 ∈ Ri. We refer to the initial
size generically as S0, and to its corresponding rate as r1. One should not confuse
S0 with the size at the initial time step, Sini.
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(a) Logarithmic scale. (b) Linear scale.

Figure 3.3: Plot scales in growth-rate distribution for real data. (a) We plot an example of
growth-rate distribution from Temperance Movements, in log-scale PDF. (b) We plot the
same information, this time in linear scale. Notice that the good fit to a Laplace PDF –see
Eq.(3.3) –is visually clearer in (b). This is because the deviations in the tails are in general
< 10−1, but the log-scale makes them look more important. A similar behaviour holds for
the other organization types.

We should point out that one could study the cumulative distribution function
(CDF) of growth rates [83], but the common visualization is through the PDF. The
literature agrees that a good way to describe the body of this PDF is through a
Laplace distribution [4, 6, 7, 21]. It has the functional form

p(r1|S0) = 1√
2σ1(S0)

exp
(
−
√

2 |r1 − r̄1(S0)|
σ1(S0)

)
, (3.3)

where r̄1(S0) is the mean value of the growth rates in the bin, and σ1(S0) its standard
deviation.

This PDF is a double exponential distribution belonging to the Subbotin family
of curves [19]. Setting the Subbotin shape parameter to b := 1 recovers the Laplace,
while the Gaussian distribution is recovered by setting b := 2. Since we plot the
probability p(r1|S0) in log-scale, the double exponential becomes a double straight
line. This is the reason why it is usually called tent-shaped distribution.

Again, we use MLE to estimate the Laplace distributions. This technique is
better than Ordinary Least Squares (OLS) for fitting exponential and power-law
PDFs. This is so because these distributions concentrate a lot of mass around
small values of the random variable. Large growth rates have very small relative
frequencies, so fluctuations in the data affect quite differently the body and the
tails. The MLE technique contemplates this through weighting the data with the
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(a) Temperance Movements. (b) Free Churches.

(c) Trade Unions. (d) Local Social Democratic organizations.

Figure 3.4: Growth-rate distribution for real data. With S0 the size at one year, and S1
the size after one year, we define the growth rate r1 ≡ log10(S1/S0). Here we plot the
conditional PDF p(r1|S0) to have a growth rate r1 given an initial size S0, in log-scale. The
data is binned by initial-size ranges, and shown by organization type. We also plot a fit by
MLE to the Laplace distribution in Eq.(3.3).
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Bin # TM FC TU LSDO
1 4.90 · 10−1 1.07 · 1003 9.50 · 10−1 1.31 · 1000

2 2.40 · 1000 1.55 · 1007 5.68 · 1000 2.25 · 1000

3 1.10 · 1005 1.84 · 1022 3.77 · 1006 8.07 · 1002

Upper limit value (α = 0.05, ν = 22) = 33.92.

Table 3.4: Pearson’s χ2 indicator for growth-rate distribution of real data.

relative frequency. This decreases the relative importance of the tails. OLS does
not contemplate this fact.

Table 3.4 shows the χ2 indicators for the growth-rate distributions. Here, the
initial-size bins are numbered in increasing order of S0, i.e. bin #1 is the one with
the smallest S0 range. We observe that the Free Churches distribution does not fit
well to a Laplace, because it shows very fat tails –possibly power-law tails [45]. In
the other cases, the two inner distributions fit well, while the outermost does not.

Let us comment on the logic of binning by initial size. One could use only one
initial-size bin, and the pattern would be the same (see Fig.3.5). The reason to bin
the data in more than one bin is that a superposition of normal PDFs of different
variance can generate continuous symmetric functions like the Laplace curve [122].
This is illustrated in Fig.3.6. By binning the data, we assure that all ranges follow
the same pattern, and eliminate this possible artifact. It is also noteworthy that
the pattern holds if one bins the data by 2, 3 or 4 initial-size bins.

We should also say that the differences between real data and estimation in the
tails appear visually important because of the log-scale used to plot them. However,
there are not relevant differences in terms of absolute values, as Fig.3.3 illustrates
with a linear plot.

Scaled growth-rate distribution

Another way to present the data is through a so-called scaled distribution
(used in e.g. [4, 7, 80]). Given the function in Eq.(3.3), one can rescale the variables
so it becomes

pscal(r1|S0) = exp(− |r1,scal|)

r1,scal ≡
√

2 (r1 − r̄1(S0))
σ1(S0) (3.4)

pscal(r1|S0) ≡
√

2σ1(S0)p(r1|S0).

Under this rescaling, the PDFs for the different initial-size bins should collapse
onto a single curve, as shown in Fig.3.7.
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(a) Temperance Movements. (b) Free Churches.

(c) Trade Unions. (d) Local Social Democratic organizations.

Figure 3.5: Growth-rate distribution for real data. One initial-size bin. We plot the same
data as in Fig.3.4, but with only one single initial-size bin. The functional form with Laplace
in the body and fatter in the tails, holds also in this case.
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Figure 3.6: Tent-shaped PDF from superposition of three normal PDFs. We show how
normal distributions with the same mean and different standard deviation σ, create a tent-
shaped distribution when superposed. Binning the growth-rate distributions by initial size
allows to assure this effect is not hidden by just looking at the global PDF. The plots are
in log-scale. The superposition PDF is a linear combination of the above-mentioned PDFs:
sum = 10 · σ1 + 4 · σ2 + 5 · σ3, and is shifted 1 decade up for visual clarity.

Variance of growth rate

The variance of growth-rate distribution σ1 can be plotted against the initial
size S0. Researchers report that this plot follows a power law:

σ1(S0) ∼ S−β0 . (3.5)

This power-law behaviour appears in different systems (see Sec.8.1). However,
the apparent universality of the power law, does not necessarily imply that the
exponent β is universal. As mentioned before, [6] states it could depend on the
period T entering the definition of growth rate.

It is relevant that β ≈ 0.2. In that regard, it is not 0, meaning independence of
growth-rate variance with S0. At the same time, it is not 1/2; a value of 1/2 would
indicate a random-walk-like process [80]. Thus, the value 0 < β < 1/2 suggests the
presence of nontrivial time correlations [4, 6, 80, 95].

An explanation for the reduction of growth variance with size could be a “port-
folio” effect [63]. The larger the company, the more markets it operates in, the more
diversified it is, and consequently the relative importance of an individual market’s
fluctuation for the whole organization decreases with S0.

We show in Fig.3.8 how a such a function looks like for the COMPUSTAT
database [6], for different size definitions.
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(a) Temperance Movements. (b) Free Churches.

(c) Trade Unions. (d) Local Social Democratic organizations.

Figure 3.7: Scaled growth-rate distribution for real data. We plot the data from
Fig.3.4, now in the so-called scaled form. Namely, given r̄1(S0) the mean of the growth
rates in the bin, and σ1(S0) the standard deviation, we define a scaled growth rate
r1,scal ≡

√
2 (r1 − r̄1(S0)) /σ1(S0), and a scaled conditional probability pscal(r1|S0) ≡√

2σ1(S0)p(r1|S0). This way, all distributions collapse onto a single one: pscal(r1|S0) =
exp(− |r1,scal|).
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Figure 3.8: Variance of growth rate (from [6, Fig.3]). The plot depicts the quantity σ1(S0)
as a function of the initial size S0, in log-scale. A power law of the form σ1(S0) ∼ S−β

0
accompanies the real data from the COMPUSTAT database. The exponent is 0 < β < 1/2,
showing the presence of nontrivial time correlations in the data.
Key to the plot: � Assets, • Sales, / Plant, Property and Equipment, � Cost of Goods Sold, M
Number of employees.

3.2.3 Modelling goals
To sum up, the models should provide a mechanism that reproduces the follow-

ing key features:

1. log-normal distribution for organizational size,

2. Laplace distribution for growth rate.
We shall focus on the body of the real-data distributions (fitting a Laplace
curve) and not the tails. The mechanism for understanding the tails could be
more complicated to grasp. This should not be a strong restriction upon the
potential of our models to predict results, because the tails in the growth-rate
distribution have very low statistical mass, the majority of the probability
being concentrated in the body.

We will not test the relation for σ1(S0), neither with real data nor with simula-
tion data. A larger, wider set of data, spanning at least 4 orders of magnitude in
S0, would be needed to produce a plot and estimate reasonably the value of β. This
range is not attainable with our simulation models, because they work with a fixed
number of individuals; a wide size range would require a network of at least 106

individuals (to trim off the lowest and highest order of magnitude and have 4 useful
orders of magnitude left), and this is beyond our network generating capacity.
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Besides, the value of the exponent is around 0.2, but it varies for different
systems, so it would be difficult to assign an acceptance criteria to our estimation.
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Chapter 4

Overview of Modelling Strategies

In this chapter, we attempt to classify and briefly describe existing models re-
searchers have used to study this problem.

4.1 Economic approach

A vast fraction of the models available to approach growth processes in orga-
nizations are economic, in the sense that the phenomenon they represent and the
objectives they try to achieve can traditionally fall within the Theory of the firm.

In this section, we restrict ourselves to models that use classical economic vari-
ables (e.g. costs, efficiency), leaving the rest for the next section.

The relevance of the topic at hand is probably the reason as to why we find
economic models for firm sizes as far back as the mid-twentieth century. We think
it is appropriate to include a brief characterization, because of historical reference
and also since many more recent models build on these relatively old concepts.

A first important step in the economic theory of the size of companies is done
by H. Simon [66, 106, 107] with the concept of growth opportunities. An orga-
nization changes its size –here being convenient to think about it in terms of sales
–as it is able to catch or miss market opportunities. The researcher J. Sutton will
later elaborate on this concept.

Some years later, R. Lucas approaches the problem with the idea of managerial
talent [84]. In the model, he divides the firm among managers and employees, and
the goal is to find the allocation of production factors maximizing the company
output. Technology is divided in two types: production and managerial. The
latter assumes a distribution of talent among managers. This talent distribution
influences the output. More recent models also use this notion [57].

B. Jovanovic introduces a model for firm learning [71]. The construction tries
to explain why small organizations grow faster than larger ones, and are more likely
to fail. This observation would be formalized later by the power-law relation for
σ1(S0) shown before. The idea is that organizations gradually become more effi-
cient and, through an evolutionary process, become less influenced by fluctuations
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as they survive and grow bigger.
In more recent times, L. Amaral et al. build on the concept of optimal size

[5, 6]. In this framework, each industry has an U-shaped cost curve as a function of
size, its minimum defining the optimal size S∗. The time evolution is governed by

St+∆t
St

=
{
k exp(εt) , St < S∗

k−1 exp(εt) , St > S∗,
(4.1)

with k > 1 and ε a Gaussian noise of ε̄ = 0, σε � 1. This is reported to reproduce
the conditional growth-rate probability distribution in Eq.(3.3).

A study by G. Bottazzi [17] contemplates the implications of the concept of
diversification. The number of sub-markets NSM in which a company is active
scales with its size as NSM (S) ∼ Sλ, λ > 0, meaning that organizations tend to
diversify into new product lines as they grow larger. The idea of diversification is
argued to be coupled to the observed scaling law for the variance of growth rate
distributions in Eq.(3.5). This approach is related to the subunit models coming in
the next chapter.

Finally, G. Dosi studies the relation of growth with innovation and production
efficiency [37]. Innovation appears to be also asymmetrically distributed among
companies (as well as larger systems such as countries). Technological innovation
influences production efficiency. Both factors are related to organizational structure
changes as well.

One final point one could bring forward within the economic approach discussion,
is how the distinction between microeconomic and macroeconomic contexts
intervenes in this problem. We have already pointed out how the GDP of countries
is reported to have similar statistical properties as the problem under consideration.
This suggests that some underlying mechanism acts in both levels of aggregation.
However, one should be careful not to jump to conclusions about scale-invariant
behaviour, since it could just be that the observables under study are similar, while
the systems in general are not. For instance, it is not obvious whether the process
of communicating and implementing high-level decisions at the level of a country
could be comparable to that of a company. An interesting discussion on micro and
macroeconomics from an physical-like perspective can be found in [28, Part IV,
pp.249-266].
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4.2 Stochastic and complex systems approaches

4.2.1 The Gibrat model
In the first place, let us say that one of the oldest fundamental contributions to

stochastic modelling is the Gibrat model ([53], R. Gibrat, 1931; there is a review
also in [72, 116]). The model is based on the following assumptions:

• Law of Proportionate Effect or Gibrat’s Law: the growth rate of a company
is independent of its size, i.e.:

St+∆t
St

= 1 + εt, (4.2)

with εt an uncorrelated random noise, usually taken to be normally distributed
with ε̄ = 0 and σε � 1,

• successive growth rates are uncorrelated in time,

• companies do not interact.

Many of the classical models assume Gibrat’s Law, or some sophisticated version
of it, as an hypothesis [10, 59, 63, 68, 85, 107, 108].

Setting ∆t := 1 in Eq.(4.2) –just for notation simplicity –, and applying it
successively N time steps, we see that the final size is

StN = St0

N−1∏
t=0

1 + εt. (4.3)

This is a product of N i.i.d. random variables called random multiplicative
process [93, 100]. The sum of N i.i.d. random variables is a random additive
process, and its long-term behaviour is governed by the Central Limit Theorem and
the Gaussian distribution [123, p.976]. On the contrary, there is no general theorem
for random multiplicative processes, but the distribution of the product is typically
approximated by a log-normal distribution.

Taking the logarithm of StN /St0 in Eq.(4.3), and using Eq.(4.2), it turns out that
the growth rate in the period tN−t0 is the sum of the rates in the intermediate times.
Thus, the growth rate in the Gibrat model follows a random-walk-like dynamics,
and its distribution is normal by Central Limit Theorem. Since we have defined
r1 ≡ log10(S1/S0), r1 being normally distributed is equivalent to the absolute rates
S1/S0 being log-normally distributed.

We test the Gibrat model ourselves. The resulting distributions can be seen in
Fig.4.1. As expected with this model, the sizes are log-normally distributed, and
the rates normally distributed.

The growth-rate outcome is qualitatively very different from what one observes
in the real data. As stated in the Law of Proportional effect, the growth-rate
distributions for all initial-size bins are alike, contrary to the real observations, in
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(a) Size distribution. (b) Growth-rate distribution.

Figure 4.1: Distributions for Gibrat model. The simulation uses Eq.(4.2) in a system with 1
000 groups. The average group size at the beginning of the simulation is S̄(t0) = 50, and the
standard deviation is σS(t0) = 5. The random variable ε is normally distributed, with ε̄ = 0,
σε = 0.1. (a) The size distribution shows a good fit to a normal PDF, like the real data. (b)
The growth-rate distribution does not behave like the real data, all distributions collapsing
onto a normal one. This divergence is due to the Law of Proportionate Effect in the Gibrat
model, which assumes that growth rates are normally distributed, and independent of the
initial S0.

particular regarding the decay of σ1(S0) as S0 increases. Additionally, the Laplace
tails are “fatter” than Gaussian, namely, with higher probability. This implies that
large growth rates (both positive and negative) are more likely in reality than in
the Gibrat model. In other words, organization size changes very little most of the
time, but it can also change quite a lot occasionally.

We can test the hypothesis of the growth rate being independent of the initial
size. One can define a growth-rate matrix, where each column is the time evolution
of growth rates for a certain group. We compute the growth rates based on real
data, and then shuffle the growth-rate matrix’s rows. If it were the case that
they are independent from the initial size, it should not matter which size they
are coupled with. The result is shown in Fig.4.2(a), for Trade Unions (similar
behaviour is observed for the other organization types, though). We see that all
distributions collapse onto a single one, qualitatively very different from the original
case, indicator of a nontrivial dependence of the growth rate on the initial size.

Furthermore, to test the hypothesis of null time correlation between successive
growth rates, let us shuffle the real data, and recalculate the distributions. As
we can see in Fig.4.2(b) (done for Trade Union data, but similar for the other
organization types), the result is notoriously different from the real situation. This
is an indication that time correlations cannot be assumed inexistent or negligible.
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(a) Shuffling growth rates. (b) Shuffling time steps.

Figure 4.2: Growth-rate distributions for shuffled real data. (a) Let there be a growth-rate
matrix, where each column is the time evolution of growth rates for a particular group. In
this plot, we calculate the rates as before, but shuffle the matrix afterwards, thus destroying
the connection between rate and initial size. The plot shows that the distributions are
very different compared to the empirical evidence. (b) Here we shuffle the time steps,
and compute the rates afterwards. If there were no time correlations between subsequent
time steps, the plot should be the same as the original. The fact that it is not, indicates
the presence of nontrivial time correlations. Note that the Laplace curves are shown for
reference purposes; they are not a fit to the data. The data is from Trade Unions, but the
behaviour is similar for the other organization types.

4.2.2 Subunit models

There is a class of subunit models, in which the size of a company is constructed
as the sum of the contributions of internal subunits. Here we mention a few models
for illustration purposes.

One of the most cited models is, again, by L. Amaral et al. [7]. The organization
size is the sum of the sizes of its subunits. These last ones might represent, for in-
stance, different divisions inside a company. Each subunit evolves in time according
to a random multiplicative process similar to Eq.(4.2). There are a couple of rules
in place, in order to allow a subunit that has become too small to be absorbed by
another, and likewise to allow one that has become large to split in two. These rules
have associated probabilities of occurrence, which are extra parameters to take into
account. Given the nature of the model, one is able to study not only the properties
of organizational size, but also of subunit size, e.g., the probability to find a subunit
of certain size given a total size.

The subunit models allow to reinterpret the two limiting cases for the exponent
β commented previously, namely, 0 and 1/2. A value of β = 0 can be thought as
a result of very strong correlations between subunits, leading to independence of
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size because all subunits behave alike. A value of β = 1/2 could result from the
subunits growing independently of one another [80].

A variation is the transactional model. Here, a country’s GDP is composed of
the aggregation of the sales of all companies, and they in turn are aggregations of
sale transactions [105]. This model is able to reproduce the main statistical features.

Another variation represents groups as classes composed of subunits [45]. As
time elapses, new subunits are created, resulting in the size change of the original
classes, or in the creation of new ones. The analysis here allows to focus on the age
of the organizations, by computing the statistics of old and new classes. Based on
this one is also the model in [101].

In the hierarchical tree model [5, 6], organization hierarchy comes into play
explicitly. They assume a pyramidal structure with a number of levels. Each level
manager commands the subtree below him. The size changes through top-to-bottom
orders, and each level realizes the change with a certain probability Π. The authors
find a relation between Π and the exponent β of the variance power law.

4.2.3 Other stochastic models
We will describe here a model based on additive replication in its general form

[104]. Since Y. Schwarzkopf-R. Axtell-J. Farmer proposed this model, we shall call
it general SAF model. This model is very important in our exposition, because
a version derived from it is the base of our stochastic modelling approach (see
Subsec.5.1.2).

The concept of additive replication assumes the existence of a replication distri-
bution p(x), 0 < x < ∞. At each time step t, each member j of an organization is
replaced by xjt new ones, this last value taken from p(x). The addition of each new
element has an associated competition rule: the new element is either taken from
another group with probability ξ, or created from scratch with the complementary
probability 1− ξ. The new size of the group is derived from both contributions:

St+1 = S+
t+1 − S

−
t+1.

4.3 Physical approach
The focus discipline in this project is sociophysics, so models combining physical

and socio-economic concepts are of interest to us. However, there are not many
models with a physical motivation in the case of organizational growth processes.
Here we comment on three of them.

A first case are micronanonical models [117]. A set of individual sales compose
the annual sales of a company. It is called partition, and the numbers assumed to
be integers. All partitions for a random size are assumed to be equally likely. They
proceed to compute a partition function, and link it to the variance of size growth.
A variation of this scheme involves having the constituent sales follow a power-law
distribution [125].
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A second case is models using Bose-Einstein statistics [21, 22]. These statistics
emerge from a hypergeometric process (urn-and-ball scheme): there are M growth
opportunities (balls) –as in Simon / Sutton’s models –that can belong to one and
only one of N organizations (colors). One ball is drawn each step, causing the
reposition of that ball in the urn, plus a new one of the drawn color. The motivation
for this mechanism is that opportunities arise from micro-shocks in the markets the
organization operates in, the shock distribution being modelled with Bose-Einstein
statistics. The older paper [65] gives an account of stochastic processes based on
Gibrat’s Law, that generate Bose-Einstein statistics.

A third and final case is percolation theory. This tool has been widely applied to
other branches of sociophysics (see [26] for a deeper review). Within organizational
growth, an interesting model of growth based on percolation comes in [46]. The
percolation lattice is a 2D matrix where rows are products and columns are cus-
tomers. When an individual transaction takes place, the site defined by those two
coordinates becomes occupied. The size of the organization is equal to the num-
ber of occupied sites. They perform an extension to d-dimensional cubic lattices,
identifying the organizations with the percolation aggregates that emerge as time
elapses.

The relation between physics and sociology will come back in Ch.9.
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Chapter 5

Stochastic Modelling

5.1 Model characterization

5.1.1 Concepts from network theory
General concepts

The study of networks has been an active field for many decades. It originated
from the mathematical side, with the development of graph theory and has, in time,
found applications in a wide range of disciplines. To name a few: epidemiology,
biochemistry, neural science and social-network theory. A very complete updated
introduction is [90].

We want to define here some basic concepts that will be useful later on.
A network, in its most elementary formulation, consists of nodes connected by

links between them. A link can have directionality. Following the software Pajek’s
nomenclature (see explanation below) an edge i− j is an undirected link, meaning
node i is related to node j and viceversa, while an arc i → j is a directed link,
meaning node i is related to j but the reciprocal is false. A network consisting
of edges is an undirected network, and a network consisting of arcs is a directed
network. Mixed cases are possible, but they are not considered here.

There are many ways to represent a network, depending on the information that
is needed, the computational constraints to store and process data, etc.. Here we
use the adjacency matrix {aij}, defined simply as

aij =
{

1 , if node i is related to node j
0 , otherwise.

An undirected network has a symmetric adjacency matrix, so it is fully defined
by the upper (or lower)-triangular matrix. A directed network’s adjacency matrix,
on the other hand, is not symmetric.

The node degree measures the number of relations or contacts a node has. Think-
ing in terms of arcs, the in-degree kini is the sum of incoming arrows to node i, the
out-degree kouti is analogous for outgoing arrows, and the total degree ktoti is the sum
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of the two previous quantities. In terms of the adjacency matrix: kini =
∑
j aji (sum

of ith column), and kouti =
∑
j aij (sum of ith row). Our models are influenced-

based, and the arc i → j is read as “node i is influenced by node j”. Hereon, we
take the convention to focus on the out-degree, and name it k every time we refer
to it. Note that this is a slight abuse of notation, for the common usage of k is to
refer to the total degree.

The mean degree of the network, denoted by 〈k〉, is simply the arithmetic average
of all node degrees in the network.

Finally, let us mention that nodes and links can have properties associated with
them. A property associated with a link is its weight, and the presence or absence
of that property makes us distinguish between weighted and unweighted networks,
respectively.

Degree distributions

The PDF of the node degree is the degree distribution. It is one of the structural
properties of a network, and it gives a measure of how evenly distributed the “pop-
ularity” among nodes is. Natural and artificial networks –or complex networks, as
they are usually called –come in different types. One way to classify them is by the
degree distribution [8, 115]. We illustrate two basic types in Fig.5.1.

In a random network (RDM network) of N nodes, the links couple with the
nodes with probability p, following a binomial process. Since 〈k〉 = (N − 1)p, the
degree distribution can be approximated by a Poisson distribution [92]:

P (k)(RDM) ≈ 〈k〉
k

k! e
−〈k〉; (5.1)

the approximation is exact for N →∞.
The other type we use is a scale-free network (SF network), whose degree dis-

tribution follows a power law [24, 42] of the form

P (k)(SF) ∼ k−γ . (5.2)

This last distribution has received considerable attention, for its capacity to
model a very broad group of networks, from co-authoring networks, the World
Wide Web, citations, thesaurus frequencies, sexual networks, etc. [2, Sec.II]. The
exponent γ can be computed both for in- and out-degree.

According to the directionality, these two types can be undirected of directed,
and we abbreviate the combinations by RDM undir., RDM dir., SF undir. and SF
dir., respectively.
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Figure 5.1: Degree distributions. We plot the PDF of node out-degree k, for two network
types. The random network follows a Poisson distribution, while the scale-free network
follows a power law. We use the software Pajek to generate the networks. [Mean degree
〈k〉 = 10, number of nodes N = 3 000.]

Network generators

We generate the networks for our simulations with the software Pajek. This is
a very complete tool to generate, analyze and visualize network data. A manual for
the program is available online, and a book with applications is [32]. See also the
reference on Appendix A.

The generation of random networks is based on the Erdős-Renyi algorithm [92].
The scale-free networks can be generated through a variety of algorithms. One

key mechanism to generate growing networks with scale-free degree distribution
is preferential attachment, in which the linking probability of the new node is a
function of the degree of existing nodes [35, 120]. In particular, with Pajek, at each
step, a new node with k new edges is added to the network. The probability to
connect the new node to node v is proportional to its degrees, as follows [13, 94]:

P (v) = α
kin
v

E
+ β

kout
v

E
+ γ

1
N
, α+ β + γ = 1,

with E the number of edges in the network, at that step.
We should note, for clarity, that all these networks are called random in certain

contexts, in the sense that their generation mechanism is stochastic in nature. In this
report, we use random to identify the first type of degree distribution we commented
above, and scale-free for the second.
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Figure 5.2: SAF model on contact network. The nodes of the network represent individuals,
and the links are influence relations between individuals. An individual can belong to one
and only one organization. The size S(α)(t) of organization α at time t is the sum of all
nodes belonging to that group at that time.

5.1.2 SAF model
On the basis of the model described in Sec.4.2.3, we formulate here the SAF

model. The setting of the model is shown in Fig.5.2, and consists of a contact
network subject to influence-based time-evolution rules. We follow [104] also here,
although in a simplified version. Everything stated below will be applicable to all
analyses to come.

The model rests on the following assumptions, which are in line with the
general simplifications of Subsec.3.1.2. We present them by complexity level:

• Structural:

� the main structural element is a static contact network. Each network node
represents an individual, and the links are influence relations between individ-
uals,

� there are no isolated individuals, i.e., every node has at least one link coupled
to it,

� the initial group distribution is random uniform.
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• Agent:

� an individual belongs to one and only one organization,
� the status of the individual is fully defined by the group it belongs to,
� strong-competition limit (ξ := 0): each individual added to a group must be

taken from another group. Consequently, the total number of individuals is
constant,

� individuals make decisions regarding their membership, and can decide either
to switch group, or to stay where they are.

• Interaction:

� the only interaction is by contact influence, the arc i → j meaning that the
individual in node i is influenced by the individual in node j,

� an individual’s decision is influenced also by its own membership.

Within this framework, the model parameters are:

• N : number of individuals,

• G: number of organizations,

• Link directionality: undirected or directed,

• P (k): degree distribution.

The model variables are the sizes S(α)(t) of each organization at time t, with
α ∈ {1, 2, · · ·G}.

Regarding the time evolution, at each time step t, a node is picked at random.
The probability for node i to switch to group η we call switching probability, and is
computed as

Pi,η(t) = k̃i,η(t)∑
α k̃i,α(t)

, (5.3)

where k̃i,α is the out-degree of node i in group α, counting its own group. That is
to say, from the number of nodes that influence node i (counting itself), how many
belong to group α.

We impose an extra rule that no group can die out permanently, that is to say,
S(α)(t ≥ t1) = 0 is not possible for any t1. This is done to keep the system in
an equilibrium state. We implement the rule like this: every Monte Carlo step
(see explanation in Sec.5.2 below) a check is performed; if a group has zero size, a
random node’s group is switched to the empty one.
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TM FC TU LSDO
38 66 54 47

Table 5.1: Typical sizes for real local organizations (by type).

5.2 Results (a)

We implement the SAF model by Monte Carlo simulation.
The unit of measure for time is the Monte Carlo step (MCS). We define one

MCS as the number of steps that will allow, on average, to choose each node in the
system once [78], namely:

1 MCS = N steps. (5.4)

We run the code Neq = 102 MCS in order to eliminate the transient state (unless
we specify otherwise), and Nsim = 104 MCS for the data acquisition part of the run.

Additionally, let us say a few words about the typical size of the real local
organizations. This is the expected value for the average size, once the mentioned
extreme values have been excluded. Table 5.1 shows the values for our dataset.
This number can be considered as an estimation of the quantity n ≡ N/G, i.e., the
typical number of individuals per organization. The value is an estimation because
of the limited scope and amount of the real data. It can be considered as a crude
way to “calibrate ” the systems to simulate, establishing an order of magnitude for
the ratio N/G.

We set n := 50. This is within the range of values for real data.
We print the group size to an output data file every 1/2 MCS. This selection

would have no influence for the simulation statistics, if it not were for the fact
that the rule for checking if an organization has zero size, is implemented every
printing step. Thus, choosing to print more frequently cuts the growth process of
the smaller organizations. On the other hand, choosing too large a check period also
affects the statistics, because zero-sized organizations remain like that for a longer
time, causing a superabundance of low-sized groups when the come back after the
check.

5.2.1 Distributions

Size distribution

In Fig.5.3 we plot three size distributions for a random undirected network. The
first is the basic one, with n = 50, while the others have larger number of groups
(i.e. lower n). In Table 5.2 we see the goodness-of-fit indicator computed like for the
real data. In all cases the histogram fits a log-normal distribution, the fit getting
better for small n (i.e. big G).
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(a) G = 60. (b) G = 150.

(c) G = 300.

Figure 5.3: Size distribution for SAF model. We plot the size distribution in the same way
we did for the real data (see Fig.3.2). Notice how the fit improves as the number of groups
increases, because of the more data points entering the process. [RDM undir. network,
〈k〉 = 10, N = 3 000.]

G = 60 G = 150 G = 300
0.19 0.30 0.06

Upper limit value (α = 0.05, ν = 12) = 21.03.

Table 5.2: Pearson’s χ2 indicator for average-size distribution in SAF model.
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(a) Regular distribution. (b) Scaled distribution.

Figure 5.4: Growth-rate distribution for SAF model. (a) We plot the growth-rate distri-
bution in the usual form. We observe a good fit to a Laplace PDF in the body of the
distribution, while the fit in the tails is better for negative rates. This is because of the
constant system size and the equilibration condition that prohibits null group sizes. The
overall fit is good, though, because the Laplace distribution carries most of its probabilistic
mass in the body. (b) Same information, now in the scaled form of Eq.(3.4). [RDM undir.
network, 〈k〉 = 10, N = 3 000, G = 60.]

Bin # χ2

1 1.19
2 2.46
3 3.62

Upper limit value (α = 0.05, ν = 22) = 33.92.

Table 5.3: Pearson’s χ2 indicator for growth-rate distribution in SAF model.

Growth-rate distribution

The growth rate distribution for the basic case is shown in Fig.5.4(a). We
see in Table 5.3 that all initial-size bins fit a Laplace distribution. The variance
decay with an increase of S0 is also verified. Additionally, Fig.5.4(b) plots the
scaled distributions, which collapse onto a single curve close to the Laplace one, as
expected from empirical evidence.

One recurrent feature we will see throughout our results should be commented
here. Looking at the simulated growth-rate distributions, the upper tail tends
in general to underestimate the corresponding Laplace curve, while the lower tail
follows it more closely. We interpret this as a consequence of working with constant
N : the real system is an open one, and even if the available population is not
infinite, it is in principle always possible to increase or decrease the system size
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by exchange with the environment. Our model assumption puts an upper bound
to that size. One organization cannot growth beyond N . Actually, because of the
equilibrium rule, an individual size cannot be larger than N − (G − 1). This is
reflected in less frequent positive growth rates, and it is a limitation of our models.

However, the global observable of the distribution seen in the real system is
essentially possible to replicate. The fit is still good because the Laplace is a
highly-peaked distribution, concentrating much of the mass around zero, so the
main deviations, taking place below p(r1|S0) = 0.1, represent a small fraction of the
total deviation.

5.2.2 Changing network parameters

Network directionality

As a first change in network structural properties, we modify the directionality
from undirected to directed. We do so, keeping the mean degree constant, which
implies that the average number of nodes influenced by one particular node remains
unchanged. The reciprocity is in general lost, but not the potential to influence the
neighbours. Also, the link distribution along the network being random further helps
enforcing that the two systems –undirected and directed –should behave statistically
in a similar way.

The comparison is illustrated by Fig.5.5. We confirm that the pattern is essen-
tially the same, both in terms of variance and ranges of initial-size bins.

Network type

Next, let us change the network degree distribution from random to scale free,
again keeping the mean degree constant. The plots are shown in Fig.5.6. The
undirected cases are essentially similar, while the qualitative difference comes with
the scale-free directed case. In the latter the distributions have larger variance in
all initial-size bins, and more importantly the higher bin comprises a much larger
size range. Because of the logic of binning approximately the same number of data
points in each bin, we conclude that there is a higher size frequency for small sizes
and high sizes are less frequent. The scale-free degree distribution appears to induce
this behaviour, and our interpretation of this is as follows.

In a scale-free network, by definition, there will be few “popular” nodes, and a
lot with low popularity. As long as the influence is symmetric, the popular nodes
drag its neighbours to their groups, but after a while the equilibrium condition
turns the tables, the high degree of a few nodes just makes the process faster in
certain moments. Imposing a directed network breaks the symmetry. In the new
situation, some popular nodes are highly influential (they receive a lot of arcs, and
consequently a group change impacts many other nodes) while other popular nodes
are highly susceptible (the radiate many arcs, and a group change here is not as
relevant). We understand that this asymmetry manifests itself on the dynamics,
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(a) RDM undir. network. (b) RDM dir. network.

Figure 5.5: Changing network directionality in SAF model. We compare the original sim-
ulation in (a), with a directed network in (b). Since both networks are random and have
the same mean degree 〈k〉 = 10, nodes influence, on average, the same number of nodes.
Thus, the average behaviour does not change when changing the directionality. [N = 3 000,
G = 60.]

causing the growth-rate distributions to be broader, and a lot of peaks of high
group size reflected in the S0 interval for bin #3.

The fact that both random and scale-free networks are able to generate the
Laplace pattern is interpreted in the light of the time-evolution rule of the model
in Eq.(5.3). In effect, it is a rule favouring some kind of preferential attachment,
with higher probability assigned to higher degrees. Since this rule is present in all
network degree distributions, it appears that it provides an adequate underlying
mechanism for recovering this emergent pattern.

Mean degree

Finally, we simulate a random network with higher mean degree. Given the fact
that the time-evolution is driven by the degree, one would expect that a higher mean
degree should lead to faster local alignment along one group, reaching considerable
organization sizes in less time steps. But due to the constant-N restriction, a
pendulum behaviour would drive this organizations fast down hill. The result in
terms of observables should be a larger variance in growth-rate distributions.

In Fig.5.7 we show that this is the case. It is worth noting that the scales are
logarithmic in base 10, so a small change represents a much wider size variation.
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(a) RDM undir. network.

(b) SF undir. network. (c) SF dir. network.

Figure 5.6: Changing network type in SAF model. We compare the original case in (a),
with two scale-free networks. (b) When changing the type keeping the directionality, no
qualitative change is observed. (c) However, when changing also the directionality, the
distributions get broader for all initial-size bins, and the third one concentrates most of
the sizes. This reflects the nature of the scale-free network, with a few nodes being very
influential / susceptible, and the majority having low degree. [〈k〉 = 10, N = 3 000, G = 60.]
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(a) 〈k〉 = 10.

(b) 〈k〉 = 100.

Figure 5.7: Changing mean degree in SAF model. We compare the original information
in (a), with the growth-rate distributions for increased mean degree in (b). Plots come in
the usual log-scale, and also in linear scale. We observe that the variance increases for all
initial-size bins, reflecting the fact that each node, on average, becomes more influential /
susceptible, and the dynamics of the size acquires bigger oscillations. [RDM undir. network,
N = 3 000, G = 60.]
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Chapter 6

Statistical-Physical Modelling

6.1 Two “thermal” models

6.1.1 Modified SAF model

Throughout the last chapters, we have shown how the SAF model is able to
recover the features observed in the real system.

Now, in line with research goals RG2-3, we try to find a physical analogy to the
previous framework, and afterwards a statistical-physical model that captures the
same mechanism.

We continue to build on the observation that size distributions are stable over
time. With this in mind as motivation, we turn our attention to models from
equilibrium statistical physics, and the theory of phase transitions. In order to
start the analogy, a key concept is a temperature-like control parameter T . As the
temperature increases, certain configurations become more likely than others, and
this is reflected in the global observables. This allows to identify –in the simplest
case –a low-T phase, a high-T phase, and a phase transition in between.

In our case, we draw inspiration from Kuran’s preference falsification concept
[76]. The idea comes from everyday experience. It states that a person is influenced
by the prevailing opinion in her immediate context, when it comes to expressing her
opinions. Thus, she may refrain from pointing out something, even lie, if the truthful
comment is expected to have a negative effect on the other’s eyes. This behaviour
can vary from context to context, the peer influence being more or less severe. In
any case, though, it is an environmental attribute that affects all the members in
the mentioned context, just like the temperature affects the whole system.

One can imagine quantifying this through a parameter, that we have called
influence intensity δ, with 0 ≤ δ <∞. In the limit δ → 0, the person does not feel
any pressure to align herself with the context. On the contrary, in the limit δ →∞
the person acts solely based on the perceived opinion of the surrounding group.

We are now able to formulate the modified SAF model. The assumptions, pa-
rameters, and variables listed before are still valid. However, the time evolution
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is now governed by the following switching probability:

Pi,η(t) = k̃i,η(t)δ∑
α k̃i,α(t)δ

. (6.1)

Note that setting δ := 1 recovers the original SAF model.
Let us now complete the passage to the physical framework. At a given time,

the system configuration is entirely described by the state vector {g1, g2, · · · , gN},
where gi indicates the group to which the individual in node i belongs to, and
g ∈ {1, 2, · · · , G}.

In the situation of low influence intensity (δ → 0) a node can change its state
at random, not being influenced by the groups of the contact nodes. The system
configuration tends to a random one. This can be thought as a high-T situation.

In the situation of high influence intensity (δ →∞) the node looks highly upon
her contacts. Configurations where the node is not aligned with the majority of her
neighbours become less and less likely, and the system tends to polarize itself along
one organization. This is the analogous of a low-T situation.

Furthermore, for a fixed δ, we could associate an energy cost to the switching
probability, being intuitive to think that a switch tending to put more neighbours
in the same group, lowers the system’s energy.

6.1.2 q-state Potts model
Having motivated the physical analogy in the previous lines, we introduce the

q-state Potts model in a contact network as a suitable physical analogue to the
stochastic model.

We take each node to be in one and only one state si ∈ {1, 2, . . . , G}. In that
sense, this will be a G-state Potts model, but we will stick to the name above
because it is more familiar to the physical literature.

In a very general form [124, Sec.I.A], the energy function of the system is defined
by the Hamiltonian

H = −

J1
∑
〈ij〉

δsisj + J2
∑
〈ijk〉

δsisjsk
+ · · ·

−∑
i

hδsih,

where the Jis are coupling constants, 〈ij · · ·m〉 denotes 2nd, · · · ,mth-order nearest-
neighbour chains, δsisj ···sm is the Kronecker delta function in a general form (i.e.
δsisj ···sm = 1 for si = sj = · · · = sm, and 0 otherwise), and h is an external field.

We simplify this general model with the following assumptions by complexity
level:

• Structural:

� same network assumptions as in SAF model,
� the initial group distribution is random uniform,
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� external field component h is uniform (equal for every node) and it is also the
same for all organizations. Thus no external preference is given to a specific
node / group.

• Agent:

� idem SAF model.

• Interaction:

� idem SAF model,

� only 2nd-order nearest-neighbour interactions are considered,

� the coupling constant is uniform Ji = J ; this corresponds to an unweighted
network,

� ferromagnetic coupling: J > 0. This is in line with our conception that the
alignment of neighbouring states lowers the system’s energy.

The simplified Hamiltonian is

H = −J
∑
〈ij〉

δsisj −
N∑
i=1

G∑
α=1

hαδsiα, (6.2)

We note, as it is customary with this model, that G = 2 recovers the Ising model,
and G = 1 recovers node percolation in a network.

It may be convenient to use the expansion

δsisj =
G∑
α=1

δsiαδsjα, ∀i, j

in order to write the energy function per component along each group, as follows:

H =
∑
α

−J∑
〈ij〉

δsiαδsjα − hα
∑
i

δsiα

 ≡∑
α

H(α). (6.3)

The model parameters are:

• Like in SAF model: N , G, link direction, P (k),

• J : coupling constant for Hamiltonian,

• h: component of external field,

• T : temperature control parameter,

• kB: temperature proportionality constant.
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Modified SAF q-state Potts
group α state α
δ−1 T (control parameter)
S(α)(t) M (α)(t) (group magnetization)
Pi,η(t) Pi,si,s∗

i
(t)

external action (see Sec.8.2) h

Table 6.1: Analogy of concepts between the two models.

The model variables in this case are the sizes S(α)(t) of each organization as
before, plus the energy for each group H(α)(t) at time t.

Regarding the time evolution, at each time step t, one randomly chosen node i
may stay in state si or switch to a randomly chose state s∗i , with switching probability
given by the usual Metropolis method [78, p.70-71], namely

Pi,si,s∗i
(t) =

{
exp(−∆H(si, s∗i )/kBT ) ,∆H > 0
1 ,∆H < 0.

(6.4)

∆H(si, s∗i ) is the change in the Hamiltonian that would occur if the node switches
group.

The statistical mechanics on random networks has been widely researched [36].
In particular, there have been studies of the Potts model on complex networks
[34, 40], but none of them applied to this problem.

We summarize the analogy between our two thermal models in Table 6.1.

6.2 Results (b)

6.2.1 Distributions in modified SAF model
Using the modified SAF model, we now test different influence intensities. The

analysis is done on a square lattice to facilitate the visualization of domains of nodes
belonging to the same organization. The lattice has periodic boundary conditions
(PBC), and we use the Moore neighbourhood (4 neighbours to the sides and up, plus
4 in the corners). From a network perspective, a square lattice is a regular network
with degree distribution constant and equal to the number of nearest neighbours
q = 8.

In Fig.6.1 we see the group spacial distribution across the lattice, as well as the
growth-rate distribution, for three values of δ.

The first situation of δ = 0 corresponds to a high-T situation. The system has
no clear domains, the organization assignment tending to a random one. This is re-
flected in the growth-rate distribution with a pattern similar to the one encountered
in the Gibrat model.

The second situation δ = 1 recovers the original SAF model.
The third situation δ = 10 corresponds to a low-T situation. There are clear

domains where a few organizations absorb the majority of individuals. This is
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(a) δ = 0. Low-influence, random behaviour. No domains exist.

(b) δ = 1. Original SAF behaviour. Domains begin to appear.

(c) δ = 10. High-influence behaviour. Presence of clear domains.

Figure 6.1: Group and growth-rate distributions for modified SAF model. As the influence
intensity δ increases, we observe how domains gradually appear. This is because the higher
the influence intensity, the more likely is that a node would align herself with her neighbours.
[Square lattice, 〈k〉 = q = 8, N = 10 000, G = 200.]
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reflected in the growth-rate distribution as a collapse of all distributions on highly-
peaked curves close to r1 = 0.

Consequently, the intermediate situation best describes the real system’s fea-
tures.

6.2.2 Distributions in q-state Potts model

In order to apply the q-state Potts model to this problem, we set

J := 1, kB := 1, h := 0

in Eq.(6.2).
In Fig.6.2 we show the distributions for three characteristic temperatures.
Since this is now a statistical-physical model of a system in equilibrium, all

considerations are valid in the thermodynamic limit N →∞. This is clearly not the
case with our simulations, but we are still able to recover the three main qualitative
beaviours.

In the low-T situation, there is one group with size comparable to N . The effect
is not as pronounced as in the high-δ case, due to the finite system size and the fact
that this is a random network and not a square regular lattice.

The situation around T = 1 looks as the familiar growth-rate distribution we
have been studying, both in the pattern and in the intervals of initial-size bins.

Finally, the high-T situation exhibits a random-like pattern closer to the Gibrat
model growth-rate distribution. All initial-size bins tend to collapse onto a single
curve. Note how the initial-size range is narrower, meaning a normal distribution
is a good approximation, and no extraordinarily large growths are allowed.

6.2.3 Elementary thermodynamics

Magnetization

We consider only sizes S(α) > a0 in the analysis, to be consistent with the
previous computations. This means that, in a given time step, there will be Nexcl
excluded nodes, because they belong to groups of size S(α) ≤ a0. This number
changes as the simulation progresses, but we take the average in simulation time
〈Nexcl〉, and define and effective system size.

Neff ≡ N − 〈Nexcl〉 . (6.5)

This is the size to use when normalizing all thermodynamic properties by system
size.

As we stated in Table 6.1, the group magnetization at a given time step, is
straightforwardly the size of that group:

M (α)(t) = S(α)(t).
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(a) T = 0.10. Ordered phase. (b) T = 1.26. Transition.

(c) T = 10. Disordered phase.

Figure 6.2: Growth-rate distributions for q-state Potts model. We depict the distribution
for three characteristic temperatures. (a) One group dominates the phase, while the rest
have small sizes. (b) This is a pattern similar to the original SAF model and the real data,
and it is located in between the two phases. (c) Random pattern similar to a Gibrat growth-
rate distribution. A normal fit accompanies the plot, for comparison purposes. [RDM undir.
network, 〈k〉 = 10, N = 3 000, G = 60.]
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The magnetization per node of group α is estimated by the simulation-time
average of the group magnetization per node:

m(α) ≡

〈
M (α)

〉
Neff

. (6.6)

This generates G group magnetization values. We choose as an order parameter
the magnetization of the maximal group, defined as

m ≡ maxα∈{1,··· ,G}
{
m(α)

}
. (6.7)

The magnetization curve for the order parameter is shown in Fig.6.3(a). We
see a low-T phase were the fraction of nodes in the maximal group is close to 1. It
will never be exactly one for finite systems due to the condition that no group can
have zero size, but it tends to 1 as N,Neff → ∞. The high-T phase corresponds
to a disordered case, and the order parameter here is m ≈ (N/G)N−1

eff , namely a
random assignment of nodes among groups. The thermodynamic limit is taken at
constant n = N/G, so N,Neff →∞ takes the order parameter to zero.

The curve suggests we are in the presence of a phase transition [97, Ch.3]. The
transition temperature is around Tc = 1.25, close to 1 as expected from the modified
SAF model. The order of the transition appears to be second, although simulations
of higher system sizes are needed to determine this.

We also note a slight decrease in the magnetization for very low temperatures.
This situation is not physically meaningful, because one expects the magnetization
to increase as T decreases. We think this difference could be due to the fact that
many Monte Carlo algorithms have diverging equilibration times around the critical
point, the so-called “critical slowing down” [78, p.93]. Consequently, the points
around T = 1.25 have less accuracy, i.e., larger fluctuations.

Finally, let us say that there are studies of magnetization and phase transitions
in certain complex networks, e.g. [3].

Internal energy

The internal energy of organization α is, straightforwardly, the simulation-time
average of the Hamiltonian H(α)(t) in Eq.(6.3), namely:

u(α) ≡

〈
H(α)

〉
Neff

. (6.8)

The internal energy of the maximal group as a function of T can be seen in
Fig.6.3(b).

We notice a high-T phase where the internal energy is the highest, and equal
to zero. The value is due to the fact that, on average, there is no node with
neighbours in the same group, and as a consequence all Kronecker deltas are zero.
This is expected for this disordered phase.
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(a) Magnetization per effective node. (b) Internal energy per effective node.

(c) Susceptibility.

Figure 6.3: Thermodynamic properties for q-state Potts model. There is a clear transition
at Tc ≈ 1.25, close to 1 as expected from the modified SAF model. (a) We plot the
magnetization of the maximal group, namely, the group that has the largest average size.
(b) We plot the internal energy of the maximal group, i.e., the Hamiltonian in Eq.(6.3).
(c) We plot the susceptibility of the maximal group, estimated from the fluctuations of the
magnetization according to Eq.(6.9). [RDM undir. network, 〈k〉 = 10, N = 3 000, G = 60.
Equilibration time Neq = 500 MCS.]
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There is a low-T phase of lower energy, in line with the ferromagnetic assumption
that belonging to the same group lowers the energy between neighbours. Note also
the numerical value of the energy, between -8 and -10. This value is reasonable
in a random network of average degree 〈k〉 = 10. In that network, the majority
of the nodes (including the ones belonging to the maximal group) have out-degree
around 10. In a low-T phase, the vast majority of nodes will belong to the maximal
group. Combining these two facts, we see that the internal energy of an average
node should be close to -10. The value is higher because: i) there are nodes in the
maximal group’s domain wall that have links to other groups, and this increases the
energy; and ii) the simulation-time average takes the energy a little up.

We note again a slight increase in internal energy at very low temperatures. This
is not physically correct, and the previous comment for the magnetization applies
here as well.

Susceptibility

The susceptibility is estimated from the magnetization fluctuations:

χ(α)
∣∣∣
h=0
≡

〈
M (α)2

〉
−
〈
M (α)

〉2

NeffT
. (6.9)

In Fig.6.3(c) we see the curve for the maximal group.
Note how the fluctuations are low both below and above the transition, this

being the case because the maximal group stabilizes around a clear phase (ordered
or disordered) with small variations.

It displays a peak around the transition, as expected in these cases. This is
because there is no clear winner among groups, so even the maximal group’s size
fluctuates considerably.

The previous lines conclude our report of simulation results. To sum up, we
have implemented the SAF model on different network configurations, and found
a mechanism to replicate the size and growth-rate distributions characterizing the
real system. We have then extended the model by defining an influence intensity
parameter δ. This modified SAF model allowed us to identify two qualitatively
different phases (δ → 0 and δ � 1), and the real-system behaviour lying in between
(δ = 1). We have then constructed a physical analogy in terms of a q-state Potts
model, and found a phase transition driven by the temperature T ≡ 1/δ.

The next chapters will elaborate on conclusions, applications, further research
and sociophysical topics.
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Discussion
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Chapter 7

Conclusions

We will structure our conclusions by research goal:

RG1 Real data and stochastic modelling
The size PDF fits well to a log-normal curve, and the growth-rate PDF fol-
lows a Laplace curve in the body (so-called tent-shaped distribution). The
first feature was contemplated in traditional models like the Gibrat model.
The second one is a new feature suggesting the presence of nontrivial time
correlations.
The presence of fat tails indicates also that large fluctuations in size are rare,
but more likely than in the case of the normal distribution predicted by the
Gibrat model.
The SAF model on a random network is able to capture the key features we
wanted to analyze.
There is an intrinsic model limitation coming from working at constant N ;
this results in an underestimation of positive growth rates. However, this ef-
fect manifests itself mostly in the tails (a region of very low probability), so
the fit to a Laplace distribution is still good.
The time evolution rule based on the number of contacts belonging to a group,
seems to be a suitable mechanism to generate the desired distributions.
The tent-shaped distribution shows up in random, scale-free and square-lattice
regular networks. This indicates that the mechanism driven by influence-based
rules is more relevant to the pattern’s replication than the network topology.
Changing the network directionality from random undirected to directed pro-
duces no change in the observables. The same is true for a scale-free undi-
rected network. However, changing to a scale-free directed network increases
the variance of size and growth-rate distributions. Increasing the mean degree
of the network also increases the growth-rate variance.
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RG2 Physical analogy
Studying the results from the modified SAF model, it appears the parameter
region around δ = 1 provides a mechanism able to replicate the system’s
growth process features.
When δ → 0, the system has no clear domains, the organization assignment
tending to a random one. On the contrary, when δ > 1, there are clear
domains where a few organizations absorb the majority of individuals. The
intermediate situation best describes the real system’s features.

RG3 Statistical-physical modelling
The q-state Potts model, with a time evolution based on a Hamiltonian de-
pending on the group an individual’s neighbours belong to, is able to reproduce
the key features as well.
The role of the influence intensity as an inverse temperature allowed to identify
a phase transition between two clear phases.

RG4 Sociophysical approach
This project is a good example of the application of concepts and tools from
statistical physics to social sciences.
The physical interpretation of the social problem provided a richer view of
the underlying mechanism. In particular concepts like energy differences and
a temperature-like control parameter.
Working within a physical framework could facilitate further research of this
and hopefully many other social problems.
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Applications and Further Research

8.1 Applications

In the motivation for this project, we showed that mathematical and physi-
cal models are being applied through sociophysics to a wide range of phenomena.
Talking about our work with growth processes, let us say that the above-mentioned
features have been reported to hold from different points of view:

• for different countries: US [4, 5, 6, 7, 20, 58, 96, 110], Italy [17, 18, 19, 21, 22,
37], Japan [67, 68, 69], United Kingdom [59, 108], Brazil [58], Sweden [82, 83],

• for both commercial e.g. [6, 22, 59] and voluntary [82, 83] organizations,

• for particular industrial sectors: pharmaceutical [17, 31, 45, 87], furniture [22],
printing [20, 22], shoes [22], textiles [19, 21], metals [19, 20, 21], chemicals [20],
food [20],

• for different growth processes: industrial production [6, 19, 43, 110], firm
growth of countries in the G7 [47], investments in mutual funds [104], stock
price fluctuations [96], Gross Domestic Product (GDP) of countries [25, 43,
80], exports / imports [98], bird population dynamics [74], university research
output [95].

An understanding of organizational growth processes could be applicable to
other processes producing similar features. One should be careful in signaling the
apparent universal presence of these common features as evidence of the systems
belonging to the same universality class. On that line, it is reported that the
exponent β of the variance power-law relation, despite its value being similar for
different systems, may not be universal. The same goes, consequently, for the
algebraic relations between different exponents.

However, it is possible for at least some of the underlying mechanisms driving
different growth processes to share some similarities.
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8.2 Further research

8.2.1 Topics within this formulation

Along the paths we have studied

In order to discuss further studies along the researched lines, we distinguish
between stochastic and statistical-physical modelling.

On the stochastic modelling side, there are several potentially interesting further
studies to perform.

Firstly, from a data standpoint, it would be of considerable interest to analyze
the voluntary organization dataset for more recent time frames, in order to see if
some qualitative change of pattern appears or not. Moreover, a real-data analysis
based on company sales information should provide evidence as to whether these
features we have studied hold also for other size definitions –as the literature shows
they should.

Secondly, it should be relevant to extent the study to other statistical properties
of organizational growth processes, typically the functional form of σ1(S0). That
should require a larger number of initial-size bins for the growth-rate distribution,
which in turn asks for simulations on larger systems. Apart from the variance, one
could also study cumulated distribution functions of size and growth rates.

Thirdly, regarding the growth-rate distribution, a close look to the distribution
tails would be in order. This means both inferring the functional form for the real
data (presumably some power law decaying slower than the exponential from the
Laplace distribution) and designing experiments to reproduce the tails. The fact
that the tails might not be symmetrical, opens up the possibility to relate this global
observable to economic concepts of expansion and recession. The rationale here is
that positive –respectively negative –rates dominate each period.

On the statistical-physical modelling side, a new front of further studies emerges.
Firstly, further refinement could allow to estimate critical exponents and scaling-

law-like relations [11] between exponents (e.g. [7] finds such relations between the
exponent in the distribution of subunits and the exponent β, without resorting
to critical phenomena arguments). Understanding whether the physical critical
exponents can be related to the stochastic exponents found in the data, like β,
would provide a new insight on the mechanisms in play for this problem.

Secondly, it might be interesting to do Mean-Field Theory (MFT) on the q-
state Potts model on networks [12, 64], particularly scale-free networks. This could
provide information about order of transitions, and parameter ranges to achieve
them.

Thirdly, the study of a more complete set of thermodynamic properties is also
in order. This includes both providing a meaningful interpretation of the observed
curves –e.g. of the susceptibility’s behaviour –and computing new quantities, for
instance the heat capacity and a correlation length. Introducing a nonzero h would
allow to computem(h) curves, which are interesting, for example, to study hysteresis
effects. The social interpretation of the hysteresis phenomenon could be related to
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some memory of the system with respect to an external program to favor certain
configurations, which can change in time, inducing some remnant asymmetries in
the system even after the field is turned off.

Interesting variations

Here we discuss further studies that, while remaining in this framework, require
some modification to our settings. Following the scheme by complexity levels, we
consider these variations as potentially useful:

• Structural level:

� it may be interesting to incorporate the concept of community structure from
network theory. Methods have been developed to identify regions of highly-
clustered nodes (a typical reference is [54]). In our framework, one could build
such structures and see the impact they have on the observables under analysis.
Furthermore, in the thermal interpretation, a different T could be assigned to
each community, defining “reservoirs” that come in contact with one another,
and study the exchanges that take place [56, 91]. This could incorporate a geo-
graphical perspective to the models, since it is the case that many organizations,
even when operating on a large scene, have strongly-clustered local structure,

� an understanding of internal organizational dynamics in also necessary. For
that purpose, one could resort to the many subunit models (some of them we
described in Subsec.4.2.2). It would probably be a good idea to see how to
insert the notion of switching probability based on influence at this lower level,
or otherwise what paradigm should be suitable,

� hierarchies themselves could play an important role in the behaviour of the
real system. Taking them into account could be a big step forward. There are
currently many models for emergence of classes and hierarchies in societies (the
paradigmatic one being the Bonabeau model [16, 77], but also many studies on
hierarchical structures in networks [51, 89, 99],

� markets were also left out in our simplifications above. The notion of competi-
tion in a market seems to be the driving force of organizations as social entities
(both non-profit and profit). That is why a model featuring some competition
aspect at the organization level, sounds reasonable to try,

� in the statistical-physical interpretation, we assumed the external field h to
be uniform and equal along all group components. Two variations come thus
straightforward: i) nonuniform field, and ii) group-dependent field. On the one
hand, variation (i) would model a situation where some node types are favoured
over others for some reason. Let us imagine, for the sake of an example, that
certain people get special support from a national state; thus being aligned
with them lowers the system energy more than being aligned with an ordinary
individual. On the other hand, variation (ii) implies the analogue of (i) for
groups, where certain groups might get external preference over the rest. For
instance, a governmental subsidy for a particular industry / organization.
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• Agent level:

� perhaps one of the key modifications would be to allow N to change in time.
This variation has to be implemented with care in a network approach, because
the structural properties should be monitored throughout the time evolution.
Fortunately, there has been a great development in the discipline of temporal
networks [62] and network evolution [1, 33, 81, 120]. Having a variable N also
opens the possibility to study organization birth and death mechanisms in the
system, bringing the models one step closer to the real situation,

� in line with the hierarchy modifications discussed at the structural level, it is
natural to proceed to study variations where agents have different power or
decision-making scopes, so their decisions have very different consequences ac-
cording to the organizational level they operate from. This mechanism has been
taken into account in our models without resorting to hierarchical arguments,
through working with networks with non-constant degree distributions. In this
way, a person sitting in a node with high in-degree will influence a large number
of persons, and if she changes organization, that change will have bigger conse-
quences than in the case of a low-degree node.
Having said that, let us repeat that a contact structure cannot be directly
mapped to the organization’s formal structure, so the effect of hierarchical struc-
tures still requires some property at the agent level to indicate their position in
the structure,

� the possibility to belong to more than one organization is another point. In our
analyses we did not see the one-group assumption as the most restrictive one,
but it is nevertheless not the real case. In our opinion, if one wants to incorporate
this feature in the models, then an associated concept that should also come
into play is some capacity restriction on the amount of resources devoted to
each group, for instance time. That way, one could reflect the fact that people
appear to balance diversification of activities with concentration due to resource
constraints. Within this alternative setting, the thermodynamic interpretation
of social interaction should become crucial to quantify and compute the different
potentials and energies involved.
Let us note, as an interesting byproduct of this thought experiment, that a
family can also be regarded as an organization; this time-constrained models
could be a suitable way to study the dynamics of balancing work-leisure or
work-family.

• Interaction level:

� it is in general nontrivial to understand how much of the interactions between
organizations is due to individual interactions, and how much is due to com-
pany culture protocols governing how and what to communicate. Therefore,
designing an interaction model at the organizational level might be a consid-
erable challenge, but very useful though. The empirical evidence that both
organizations and countries exhibit similar growth-process statistics is encour-
aging, in the sense that it might be the case that models posed at both levels
–the individual aggregated in an organization, and the organization aggregated
in a country –still exhibit a tendency to boil down to some common growth
mechanism,
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� we think a switching probability based on an energy function depending on the
neighbouring states is a good way to pose the physical interpretation of this
problem. But the Hamiltonian of Eq.(6.2) is far from exhaustive, so a myriad
of interesting variations appear here. Let us discuss a few.
The coupling constant J was assumed uniform. In a weighted network scheme,
one could have J = J(i, j), allowing for certain links to have a higher energy
cost, and therefore making it more likely for nodes linked by them to be aligned.
The interactions were between nearest neighbours only. They are straightfor-
ward to compute in terms of a network adjacency matrix. But it could be the
case that is interesting to study higher orders (e.g. second-nearest-neighbour
interactions). The problem gets quickly more complicated to solve, and at the
same time more powerful in terms of modeling the medium-range influence that
some people have in a real system.

8.2.2 Another possible formulation

It is natural –and healthy –that the theories and methods commented and ap-
plied so far are not at all exhaustive. One could pose the problem in other frame-
works. Here we elaborate on one that we deem interesting, namely, the social space
formalism.

The notion of social space is quite intuitive to express. One definesM key social
properties, each corresponding to a coordinate in an M -dimensional phase space
called social space. A person is represented by a realization {m1,m2, · · · ,mM} of
the properties, and therefore a point in social space. Changes in the properties are
described as trajectories in this space.

Once the space is set up, a metric can be defined, and consequently a social
distance. Potentials depending on this distance come as natural ways to quantify
the system’s energy.

As often happens, that which is easy to pose is quite hard to model and imple-
ment, but at the same time potentially rewarding. This case appears to follow that
statement.

The drawback is that social properties can be difficult to identify, and in some
cases to quantify as well. This is because many concepts are descriptive in nature,
and they are quantified through grading scales that have more ordinal than cardinal
character to them. One may think of questions in surveys to have a mental picture
of this fact.

The rewarding side is that this formalism could provide a more solid mathemat-
ical framework on top of which to pose social problems. We illustrate this idea by
virtue of some examples. Working in the social space would make it easier to talk
about, for instance, markets, the latter being thought as subspaces in social space.
Additionally, the one-organization restriction commented in Subsec.3.1.2 is more
easily lifted, because this formalism could consider different markets as different co-
ordinates, and consequently a person could belong to any number of organizations.

More generally, if this formalism were to be developed up to practical usefulness,
then a great amount of physical phenomena can be mapped directly to this frame-
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work. To name a few: flows in social space may represent social transformations,
mixing phenomena may represent assimilation and integration phenomena, flows
with obstacles in social space may represent social consequences of public policy
implementation, etc..

Models using these concepts are still to be further developed. However, there are
a few applications of social distance to social hierarchy [89], social identity [121],
and social network formation by functions depending on the social-distance [15].
Additionally, an introductory application of energy and entropy in a social context
can be found in [73].

There is an interesting consequence of getting into social space, regarding the
statistical-physical mindset. If the group an individual belongs to is thought as
a social coordinate in a 1D social space, then the typical distance n ≡ N/G is
a well-defined density in social space, and it is easier to work with the physical
analogy.
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Comments on Sociophysics

This chapter intends to give a brief account of some discussions surrounding
the emerging discipline of sociophysics. It is probably a good way to conclude this
work, as we put the implemented approach into perspective.

9.1 Historical perspective

The term physicalism is used by C. Bertuglia and F. Vaio to describe the appli-
cation of concepts and methods from physics, to non-physical sciences [14, Ch.1].

Following their historical review, it is quite remarkable that the first applications
of mathematics to social sciences go back to N. de Condorcet in the late 18th century.
He called the discipline political arithmetic, and it dealt essentially with problems
in demographics, law, voting and political economics.

In his celebrated “Philosophical Essay on Probabilities”, P. de Laplace dedicates
a chapter to the “Application of the Calculus of Probabilities to the Moral Sciences”
[79, Ch.X]. There he addresses the need to have complete statistics, both on pop-
ulation and on other relevant data that allows to quantify the extent of the conse-
quences of political measures. He later discusses a method to maintain registers on
elementary population data, and how to compute statistics from it [Op.cit.,Ch.XIV].
Other noteworthy topics include applications of probability calculus to inference of
honesty in public testimonies [Op.cit.,Ch.XI], tribunal verdicts [Op.cit.,Ch.XIII],
and decisions made by assemblies [Op.cit.,Ch.XII]. Again, we mention this not so
much because of its direct usefulness, but rather as a good early example of inter-
disciplinary thinking combining social and exact sciences.

This also exemplifies the philosophy of the Enlightenment times, with scientists
pushing to apply logic and reason to all aspects of society. However, as often
happens in history, the mathematical techniques needed for such an approach were
still decades ahead, and social data in the form of, e.g., demographic statistics, was
not available in large quantities. (Sweden is an exceptional case in that sense, with
regular public statistics dating back to the mid 18th century.)

At the beginning of the 19th century, J. Fourier and G. Monge applied mathe-
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matical methods developed for physics to social sciences.
Later on, E. Majorana, in a paper published after his disappearance, postulates

the application of quantum statistical physics to social sciences [52]. After a brief
account of the development of statistical physics, he discusses the shift from the de-
terministic paradigm of classical physics to the uncertainty one in quantum physics,
and how it could be related to social processes. More about using the mathematical
tools of quantum physics to human processes comes in [41, Ch.20] with a Quantum
Theory of the human person, in particular to model the relation of mind and brain.

In the 1940s, J. Stewart proposes some basic notions of what he called social
physics, in relation to demographic gravitational models to study population allo-
cation among urban centers [114]. The need for analogues to concepts like pressure
and temperature is also discussed.

In the 1970s, the work of S. Galam helped to lay the foundations for the so-
ciophysics discipline [48]. He mentions a paper he wrote together with Gefen and
Shapir (about the process of strike) as the founding paper of sociophysics, because
of the discussion about goals and limitations in this discipline. A good example of
applications is a later paper [50], in which he discusses collective phenomena and
consensus models combining a psychological motivation with an Ising-like physical
approach.

The decade of 1980 still saw reluctance of both physicists and sociologists to
accept these new ideas. However, towards the mid-1990s, a related discipline began
to take root: econophysics. The term was coined by H.E. Stanley in 1995. An intro-
ductory reference to the field is [86]. Much attention has been given to the analysis
of time series of market prices, some ideas overlapping with growth-process concepts
we used throughout this project [75, 103]. Ideas from statistical mechanics have also
been applied to characterize interactions [38]. There are even models inspired in
classical thermodynamics, such as the “Carnot Process of Wealth Distribution” [27,
Part II, pp.70-78].

Recent times have seen more modelling encompassing several areas of interest.
As we saw, network theory –on the works of A. Barabási and R. Albert among
others –has been applied to describe and model social systems. We should mention
again the Bonabeau model [16] (reviewed in [111] together with consensus models).
This model gives an insight on underlying mechanisms for hierarchy formation.

A very complete and relatively recent review of contemporary sociophysical mod-
els is found in [26].
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9.2 Some remarks and argumentations
There are some central topics that we consider important to address if a physical

picture of social processes is to achieve any progress. We focus on three groups of
questions.

First, there are the questions regarding social data.
We have already mentioned the issue of quality of data as a key point. Better,

more extensive data allows for discovering new phenomena, and act in consequence
to develop new models. Data availability has driven the qualitative aspect of social
sciences greatly. As an example, we cite a relatively recent work by R. Axtell [10], in
which he compares the statistics drawn from the COMPUSTAT database (a large
dataset of US stock-trading companies, used in many studies) with registers from all
tax-paying US companies. This change in scope produces differences in the results.

Although the influence of real data on modelling is undeniable for any empirical
science, it is worth mentioning here, because the progress of these interdisciplinary
approaches to social sciences in the last years, is very much correlated to the avail-
ability of increasingly large and better data sets.

Second, there are the questions regarding themodelling of human behaviour.
We start by pointing out a rather obvious statement, namely, that models are

representations of certain features in the real world. They are mental constructions
motivated directly or indirectly by our perceptions. There appears to be a rather
frequent tendency to confuse the model with the system it represents, maybe be-
cause we want to draw conclusions from the model results and apply them to the
real system.

Whatever the case may be, we consider that keeping the distinction is of vital
importance, for all kinds of models in general, but especially for social models. This
importance is motivated by the fact that models working at the level of the individ-
ual will have to address human action. In that regard, a typical argument against
social models could be that they pretend to reduce the complexity and uniqueness
of human existence to, for instance, agents that make elementary decisions based
on a small number of key variables in a random environment. To this argument,
we say: i) there is no such reductionism, because the model is not the system it
represents, ii) the conclusions drawn from the model should always be understood
in the light of clearly and systematically defined scope and assumptions.

As a simple example, let us take the concept of average man by A. Quetelet
[14, Ch.1]. The average man has social variables whose value is the average of the
real population’s variables. This view was controversial, because the average of a
quantity may not have a social meaning; for instance, there are no families with 2.3
children. Using our previous exposition, we note there is no conflict, because the
model is a representation.

Another point is raised in an essay by D. Stauffer, when he says a common
criticism is that humans are not numbers, so they cannot be treated as numbers.
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To that the author responds:

“Wrong; we just do not want to be treated as numbers, and prefer a
name tag instead of a number for identification.” [112, p.2]

Again, this discussion reflects the fact that we as humans, take it more person-
ally when the modelling topic concerns us. But our individuality and identity is
not at all surmounted, partly because of the modelling argument we gave before,
and also because it may very well be, that only a small number of relevant indi-
vidual characteristics are relevant to the emergence of collective phenomena. Thus,
the individual’s richness is preserved, while many particularities get diluted in the
averaging of the social aggregate.

We end the point by quoting S. Galam when he recalls that, in the 1970s/80s:

“To suggest humans could behave like atoms was look upon as a blas-
phemy to both hard science and human complexity, a total non-sense,
something to be condemned. And it has been indeed condemned for 15
years.” [48, p.50]

Third and last, there are the questions regarding the physical interpretation
of social phenomena.

In line with our argumentation in the previous point, we note that implementing
and drawing conclusions from a physical –in this case statistical-physical –model of
a social system does not imply we are reducing the latter to a bunch of spin-like
particles interacting to minimize the average energy. Rather, what one hopes, is
that the relevant mechanisms governing a particular aspect of the real system bear
some similarity with the model mechanisms, in the sense that both generate similar
observable features.

Thinking in terms of thermal concepts might also provide an operative frame-
work for the description of certain phenomena.

On the one hand, the notion of a process driven by energy differences is a quite
fundamental one. Many aspects of our nature are differential; we perceive differences
in a certain variable and react to them, rather than to an absolute value –the notion
of an absolute value being even pointless in some cases. There might be many
mechanisms where the important thing is not the value a variable takes, but the
fact that the mentioned value is equal or different to the variable’s value for other
agents in the neighbourhood. Opinion and voting processes may be approached
in this way, exhibiting transitions between a low-T polarized unique opinion for
the majority of the population to a high-T state in which opinions are distributed
randomly among the agents [26, Sec.III][39, 49]. The paradigmatic models here are
the voter [61] and Sznajd [118] models. Cultural dissemination is another example,
with mass-media influence playing the role of an external field [55]; the paradigmatic
model here being the Axelrod model [26, Sec.IV][9].

On the other hand, the concept of temperature as a control parameter that af-
fects which configurations of the system become more likely, entering as a parameter
in the switching probability in Eq.(6.4), is also interesting [113].
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9.2. SOME REMARKS AND ARGUMENTATIONS

We conclude the point by commenting on the work of the physicist M. Buchanan
in “The social atom” [23]. This book puts forward some of the topics we have been
discussing, and many more. It addresses, for instance, the phenomena of patterns
emerging from individual behaviour, the latter having not had the intentionality to
generate the former [Op.cit.,pp.5-10]. This fall within the category of self-organizing
phenomena, and it might lay behind many social mechanisms we see in everyday life.
The observation that certain distributions have fatter tails than a normal distribu-
tion, of which we have seen the example of growth-rate distribution throughout this
project, is discussed within the framework of mechanisms of human adaptation to
the surrounding neighbourhood [Op.cit.,Ch.4]. Processes of imitation are strongly
related [Op.cit.,Ch.5], and in our case they show up in the higher likelihood that an
individual may have to copy his friend’s belonging to a certain organization.

The above discussion if not exhaustive at all. However, it provides a starting
point to reflect upon these topics, considering them as part of a larger framework.
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Appendix A

Software List

The following codes and scripts were used and/or developed for this project:

• Pajek †: program for Windows (both 32 and 64-bit) that allows to generate
the main types of random networks, analyze its structural properties, and
visualize the network with different views. One can also import real network
data and perform the same kind of analyses.

• SAF.c: this C program runs an additive replication model (SAF) on a network
subject to influence. It uses Mersenne Twister mt19937ar.h random-number
generator ††. Both this program and the one below require the Makefile to
be compiled in Linux OS.

• qPotts.c: this C program runs a q-state Potts model on a contact network,
and returns the time evolution of group sizes, and internal energy. It uses
Mersenne Twister mt19937ar.h random number generator.

• Histogram.m: this Matlab script takes an output file (.dat) from SAF/qPotts
-converted previously to .mat-, calculates the growth rates for each group, and
plots an histogram for the size distribution and an histogram for the condi-
tional growth rate distribution. It uses the user-defined functions LaplFun
and SqrLattice.

• Thermo.m: this Matlab script takes a series of converted output files (.mat)
from SAF/qPotts, containing the time evolution of company sizes, computes
the magnetization per group, and plots the extremal magnetization and sus-
ceptibility curves as a function of the temperature. For qPotts also the internal
energy.

†Available at: http://pajek.imfm.si/doku.php?id=pajek .
††Code by T. Nishimura and M. Matsumoto. Available at: http://www.math.sci.hiroshima-

u.ac.jp/~m-mat/MT/emt.html .
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